Efficient discovery of association rules in large database is a well studied problem and several approaches have been proposed. However, the previously proposed methods still encounter some performance bottlenecks when mining databases is updated, such as inserted and deleted. In this paper, we propose an incremental updating technique based on H-mine and xml, for the maintenance of association rules when new transaction data is added to a transaction database. A performance evaluation shows that our algorithm is available and scalable.
INTRODUCTION
Mining frequent item sets is a key step in many data mining problems, such as association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, classification, and so on. Since the pioneering work in [3] , the problem of efficiently generating frequent item sets has been an active research topic.
There have been many algorithms developed for fast mining of frequent patterns, which can be classified into two categories. The first category, candidate generation and-test approach, such as Apriori as well as many subsequent studies is directly based on an anti-monotone Apriori property [4] . The Apriori algorithm achieves good reduction on the size of candidate sets. However, when there exist a large number of frequent patterns and or long patterns, candidate generationand-test methods may still suffer from generating huge numbers of candidates and taking many scans of large databases for frequency checking.
Another category of methods, pattern-growth methods, such as FP-growth [6] and TreeProjection [2] have been proposed. A pattern-growth method uses the Apriori property. Instead of generating candidate sets, it recursively partitions the database into sub-databases according to the frequent patterns found and searches for local frequent patterns to assemble longer global ones.
Several stream mining algorithms have been proposed, and they can be broadly categorized into two classes, ie., exact and appropriate algorithms. Exact algorithms [7] find truly frequent item sets and appropriate algorithms [8] find frequent item sets by using appropriate procedures, ie., these algorithms may find some infrequent item sets or may miss some frequent item sets. The graph structure designed for exact stream mining of regular frequent item sets is proposed in [9] . The graph captures the contents of relevant transactions in the streams. Once the graph is constructed, frequent itemsets can mining from it in a fashion similar to FP-growth [6] .
Nevertheless, these proposed approaches may still encounter some problems. First, huge space is required to serve the mining. An Apriori-like algorithm generates a huge number of candidates for long or dense patterns. To find frequent pattern of size 100, such as {a 1 ,...,a 100 }, up to units of space is needed to store candidates. FP-growth [6] avoids candidate generation by compressing the transaction database into an FP-tree and pursuing partitionbased mining recursively. However, if the database is huge and sparse, the FPtree will be large and the space requirement for recursion is a challenge. None is superior in all the cases. Second, in real environment, real databases contain all the cases. Real data may be updated. For this situation, a simple method is to re-compute the frequent itemsets of the whole updated database. This is clearly inefficient because all the computations done initially for finding the old large itemsets are wasted.
Third, large applications need more scalability. Many existing methods are efficient when the data set is not very large. Otherwise, their core data structures (such as FP-tree) or the intermediate results (e.g., the set of candidates in Apriori or the recursively generated conditional databases in FP-growth) may not fit in main memory and easily cause thrashing.
This poses a new challenge: "Can we find a better method which is (1) with minimal re-computation when new transactions are added or deleted from the database, and (2) space requirement is small, even for very large databases?"
Our algorithm is based on H-mine [1] and XML [5] . The most difference is that we develop a simple memory-based hyper-structure, IH-struct instead of
H-struct. Then we save the IH-struct as XML document on the hard-disk. When the new data sets inserted, we only need to update the XML document to generate the new IH-struct by scanning the new data sets, not to handle the whole data sets. In the way, we can update the association rules incrementally.
Experimental results show that, in many cases, H-mine has very limited and exactly predictable space overhead and is faster than memory-based Apriori and FP-growth. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the association rules algorithm H-mine and XML is introduced in Section 3. The incremental H-mine for updating databases is proposed in Section 4 and extensive performance evaluation is reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with a summary and some directions for future research.
H-MINE (MEM): MEMORY-BASED HYPER-STRUCTURE MINING
In this section, H-mine is introduced and in Section 3, the method is extended to handle incremental data mining.
We first define the problem of frequent pattern mining [1] . Definition 2.1 Let I = {x 1 ,…x n } be a set of items. An itemset X is a subset of items, i.e.,XʕI. For the sake of brevity, an itemset X = {x 1 , x 2 ,…x m }is also denoted as X = x 1 x 2 …x m .
A transaction T = (tid, X) is a 2-tuple, where tid is a transaction-id and X an itemset. A transaction T = (tid, X) is said to contain itemset Y if and only if YʕX. A transaction database TDB is a set of transactions. The number of transaction in TDB containing itemset X is called the support of X, denoted as sup(X). Given a transaction TDB and a support threshold min_sup, an itemset X is frequent pattern, or a pattern in short, if and only if sup(X)≥min_sup.
The problem of frequent pattern mining is to find the complete set of frequent patterns in a given transaction database with respect to a given support threshold.
The general idea of H-mine is as follows. Example 1 Let the first two column of Table 1 be our running transaction database TDB. Let the minimum support threshold be min_sup=2
Following the Apriori property [3] , only frequent items play roles in frequent patterns. By scanning TDB once, the complete set of frequent items{a:3, c:3, d:4, e:3, g:2} can be found and output. Let freq(X) be the set of frequent items in itemset. For the ease of explanation, the frequent-item projections of all the transactions of Table 1 are shown in the third column of the table.
Following the alphabetical order of frequent items1 (called F-list), the complete set of frequent patterns can be partitioned into 5 subsets as follows:
(1) those containing item a; (2) those containing item c but no item a; (3) those containing item d but no item a nor c; (4) those containing item e but no item a nor c nor d; and (5) those containing item g only.
If the frequent-item projections of transactions in the database can be held in main memory, they can be organized as shown in Figure 1 . Following the alphabetical order, all items in frequent-item projections are sorted according to the F-list.
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Incremental mining item sets based on H-mine and XML A header table H is created, where each frequent item entry has three fields: an item-id, a support count, and a hyper-link. When the frequent-item projections are loaded into memory, those with the same first item (in the order of F-list) are linked together by the hyper-links as a queue, and the entries in header table H act as the heads of the queues. Similarly, frequentitem projection of transaction 100 is linked as c-queue. The d-, e-, g-queues are empty since there is no frequent-item projection that begins with any of these items; We can take one scan of the transaction database TDB to build such a memory structure (called H-struct). The remaining of the mining can be performed on the H-struct. After that, the five sub-sets of frequent patterns can be mined one by one as follows.
First, to find the set of frequent patterns containing item a. This requires to search all the frequent-item projections containing item a, i.e., the a-projected database. Since the frequent-item projections in the a-projected database are linked in the a-queue, it can be traversed efficiently.
For doing this, an a-header table Ha is created, as shown in Figure 2 . In Ha, every frequent item, except for a, has an entry with the same three fields as H, i.e., item-id, support count and hyper-link. The support count in Ha records the local support of the corresponding item in the a-projected database. For example, item c appears twice in a-projected database, thus the support count in the entry c of Ha is 2. By traversing the a-queue once, the set of locally frequent item in the a-projected database is found, which is {c:2, d:3, e:2}. g is not here since it is not locally frequent. This scan output the frequent patterns {ac: 2, ad: 3, ae: 2} and builds up links for Ha header as shown in Figure 2 .
Similarly, the process continues for the ac-projected database by examining the c-queue in Ha, which can creates an ac-header table Hac, containing d and e. Since only item d:2 is locally frequent item in the ac-projected database, only acd:2 is output, and the search along this path completes. Then the recursion backtracks to find patterns containing a and d but no c. Since the queue started from d in the Header table Ha, i.e., the ad-queue, links all frequent-item projections containing items a and d (but excluding item c in the projection), one can get the complete ad-projected database by inserting frequent-item projections having item d in the ac-queue into the ad-queue. This involves one more traversal of the ac-queue. Each frequent-item projection in the ac-queue is appended to the queue of the next frequent item in the projection according to F-list. Since all the frequent-item projections in the ac-queue have item d, they are all inserted into the ad-queue, as shown in Figure 3 .
Similarly, the mining goes on. It is easy to see that the above mining process finds the complete set of frequent patterns without duplication.
Notice also that the depth-first search for mining the first set of frequent patterns at any depth can be done in one database scan by constructing the header tables at all levels simultaneously.
It can be seen that, after the adjustment, the ad-queue collects the complete set of frequent-item projections containing items a and d. thus, the set of frequent patterns containing item a and d can be mined recursively.
For the search in the ae-projected database, since e contains no child links, the search terminates, with no patterns generated. After the frequent patterns containing item are found, the a-projected database, i.e., a-queue, is no longer needed in the remaining of mining. Since the c-queue includes all frequent-item projections containing item c except for those projections containing both items a and c which are in the a-queue. When mining all the frequent patterns containing item c but no a, only need to insert all the projections in the a-queue to the proper queues.
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Incremental mining item sets based on H-mine and XML We traverse the a-queue once more. Each frequent-item projection in the queue is appended to the queue of the next item in the projection a following in the F-list, as shown in Figure 4 . For example, frequent-item projection acde is inserted into c-queue and adeg is inserted into d-queue.
By mining the c-projected database recursively (with shared header table at each level), we can find the set of frequent patterns containing item but no a. Notice item a will not be included in the c-projected database since all the frequent patterns having have already been found.
The general idea of H-mine(Mem) is shown in the above example First, H-mine(Mem) avoids candidate generation and test by adopting a frequentpattern growth methodology, a more efficient method shown in previous studies. H-mine(Mem) absorbs the advantages of pattern growth.
Second, H-mine(Mem) confines its search in a dedicated space. Unlike other frequent pattern growth methods, methods, such as FP-growth [6] , it does not need to physically construct memory structures of projected databases. It fully utilizes the information well organized in the H-struct, and collects information about projected databases using header tables, which are light-weight structures. That also saves a lot of efforts on managing space.
Third, H-mine(Mem) does not need to store any frequent patterns in memory. Once a frequent pattern is found, it is output to disk. In contrast, the candidategeneration and-test method has to save and use the frequent patterns found in the current round to generate candidates for the next round. 
XML (EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE)
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple, very flexible text format derived from SGML (ISO 8897). Originally designed to meet the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing. XML is also playing an increasingly important role in the exchange of a wide variety of data on the Web and elsewhere. XML is designed to describe data and to focus on what data is. DOM (XML Document Object) defines a standard way for accessing and manipulating XML documents. It is a platform and language-neutral interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and style of a document.
The DOM presents an XML document as a tree-structure (a node tree), with the elements, attributes and text defined as nodes. e.g., Figure 5 as follows.
The DOM views XML documents as a tree-structure. All elements, their containing text and their attributes, can be accessed through the DOM tree. Their contents can be modified or deleted, and new elements can be created. The elements, their text, and their attributes are all known as nodes.
According to the DOM, everything in an XML document is a node. The DOM says that:
• Nodes have a hierarchical relationship to each other. All nodes in an XML document form a document tree (or node tree). Each element, attribute, text, etc. in the XML document represents a node in the tree. The tree starts at the document node and continues to branch out until it has reached all text nodes at the lowest level of the tree.
The terms "parent" and "child" are used to describe the relationships between nodes. Some nodes may have child nodes, while other nodes do not have children (leaf nodes).
Because the XML data is structured in a tree form, it can be traversed without knowing the exact structure of the tree and without knowing the type of data contained within.
INCREMENTAL H-MINE (IH-MINE): EFFICIENT MINING HANDLING DATABASE UPDATED
In this section we develop an efficient method based on H-mine and XML for updating the association rules when database is updated. The database updated effectively means addition of new transactions to the database, since in the data warehouse the data is not deleted frequently. Assuming that the two thresholds, minimum support and confidence, do not change, then the update problem can be reduced to finding the new set of frequent itemsets. After that, the new association rules can be computed.
In generally, the process of handling database updated using H-mine is shown below. We can see that, when a new data is added, H-mine have to re-compute the Data plus new Data to generate association rules. For doing this, we must scan the Data many times. The Data is often big, and the cost of scanning it is too high. So we hope to only scan the new Data every time.
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The process of our development for IH-mine is shown in Figure 7 .
Here, we use XML document as intergradations to keep the result generated last time. The IH-struct from Data can be saved to disk as an XML document. When new Data is added, we only scan the new Data, and update the XML document to generate itemsets.
The general idea of IH-mine is illustrated in the following example. A header table IH is created, where each item entry has three fields: an item-id, a support count, and a hyper-link. When the item projections are loaded into memory, those with the same first item (in the order of F-list) are linked together by the hyper-links as a queue, and the entries in the header table IH act as the heads of the queues. We can build it by scanning the database twice.
Create the Header

Keep the IH as XML Document on the Hard-Disk
In H-mine, the header table is in the (main) memory. So when ∆TDB is added, the header table of TDB can not be used. Here we keep the header table of TDB   280 Incremental mining item sets based on H-mine and XML Figure 7 . The process of IH-mine. on the hard-disk by transferring it to an XML document since XML document has been a new standard for information representation and exchange, with the following progress. First, a memory-based, tree structure T is proposed. It is proverbial that an XML document presented as a tree structure in the memory. So the XML document corresponding to the tree can be simply constructed. In this way we transfer the header table to XML document successfully.
Here, every item in the header table IH is a child of root. Each item node has two attributes, name and support respectively. The item node also has several children those with the first item (in the order of F-list). The children of an item node stand for the transactions in the F-list, also having one attribute, id. Finally, the leaves of T store the transactions. e.g. Figure 9 as follows:
The root has 11 children since there is 11 items in the IH. The first children of root standing for item a, we call it item node of a. Item node of a has three children since its F-list contains three transactions. The item of m has no children since its F-list is null. The corresponding XML document appears in Figure 10 :
Notice, we can define attribute id as an ID type in DTD of this XML document, since we can access every item node by id using DOM quickly.
Second, we prove that the operation on the IH and on the XML document is similar. The information in the first two lines of header table has been kept as the attributes (name and support) of item element in the XML document. The entries in the header table acting as heads of queue can be implemented by accessing first child of item node. We can also access siblings of item nodes one by one instead of accessing the queue. So we can say that the header tables IH and XML document have the same function. Attribute: id = 100 <!ELEMENT root (item+)> <!ELEMENT item (record+)> <!ELEMENT record (#PCDATA)> <!ATTRILIST item name CDATA #REQUIRED> <!ATTRILIST item support CDATA #REQUIRED> <!ATTRILIST record id ID #REQUIRED> <root> <item name=" a" support=" 3" > <record id=200>acde</record> <record id=300>adeg</record> <record id=400>acd</record> </item> <item name=" b" support=" 1" /> <item name=" c" support=" 2" > <record id=100>cdeg</record> </item> ... </item> name=" m" support=" 2" /> </root> for each transaction t in i. queue 5.
output t as an sub-element of i to the XML document. 6. end for 7.
end if 8. end for 9. return the XML doucment.
Handling Database Updated
As shown above, an XML document is created and can be saved on the harddisk. When a ∆TDB is inserted, we only need to compute ∆TDB and update the XML document, not to handle the whole database.
Example 2 Let the first two column of Table 2 be our running transaction database ∆TDB. Let the minimum support threshold be min_sup=2.
Based on H-mine, by scanning ∆TDB once, the complete set of frequent items{a:2, c:2, d:3, e:2, k:2, m:2}can be found and output. But a, c, d, e have been computed in TDB and are all frequent. In the ∆TDB since the min_sup do not change and they are still frequent.
Clearly, the locally support of i and b is 1 and not frequent, but we should still consider them since in the whole database (TDB+∆TDB) these two items may be frequent, so the finally result is {a:2, b:1, c:2, d:3, e:2, i:1, k:2, m:2}. The following alphabetical order is a-b-c-d-e-i-k-m. Figure 10 and Figure 12 into one to build the new header table for (TDB+∆TDB), we can finish it in two steps.
Step one: LoadToMemory It is very simple to load two documents into memory since DOM interface has been implemented by many programming language, such as Java and C#, here we use C#.net.
Step two: ConstructNewXML Actually, it is the operation on the tree in the memory.
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Incremental mining item sets based on H-mine and XML Figure 11 . Header table IH for ∆ TDB. <root> <item name="a"support="2"> <record id="500">ade</record> <record id="700">ackm</record> </item> <item name="b"support="1"/> <item name="c"support="2"/> <record id="600">cdem</record> </item> <item name="d"support="3"/> <record id="600">dek</record> </item> ... <item name="m"support="2"/> </root> Figure 13 . New XML document. <root> <item name="a"support="5"> <record id="200">acde</record> <record id="700">acfkm</record> <record id="300">adeg</record> <record id="500">abdei</record> <record id="400">acd</record> </item> <item name="b"support="2"/> <item name="c"support="5"/> <record id="600">cdek</record> <record id="100">cdeg</record> </item> <item name="d"support="7"/> <record id="800">dek</record> </item> ... <item name="m"support="3"/> </root>
PERFORMANCE STUDY
The most feature of our incremental H-mine algorithm is that the whole database (TDB+∆TDB) is not scanned. When a ∆TDB inserted, we only scan the ∆TDB once. Then updating the xml document of TDB, this process is handled in the memory, thereby reducing the I/O requirements drastically. The experiment is performed on a 1.8GHz Pentium PC machine with 512megabytes main memory and 60G hard disk, running Microsoft Windows/NT. IH-mine and H-mine are implemented by us using C#. All reports of the runtime of IH-mine and H-mine include both the time of constructing H-struct and mining frequent-patterns. They also include both CPU time and I/O time.
To test the efficiency and scalability of the algorithms on mining very large databases, we use data set recorded during flight. It has 1,000,000 transactions, while there are 15 items per transaction.
Since the H-mine cannot achieves the incremental data mining, for the sake of the contrast, suppose each group of data is updated 10 times. After every time updated, we must run H-mine on the new data set to get new result. Its time is 10 running time in all. Let the minimum support threshold be min_sup=0.1.Experiment result shown as follows.
From the Figure 14 , we can see that the larger the database is, the faster the IH-mine is. That is because H-mine has to scan the whole database when ∆TDB is added. With the database updated, the process of scanning is slower and slower. While IH-mine only scans the ∆TDB, when the size of ∆TDB is not changed, the time of this process is almost a constant.
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Incremental mining item sets based on H-mine and XML Figure 14 . Experiment result. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an incremental frequent mining algorithm (IH-mine) based on H-mine and XML, which takes advantage of H-struct data structure and platform-independent of XML. As shown in our performance study, it performances well when database is updated frequently.
The most difference between IH-mine and H-mine is that IH-mine keeps the header table on the hard-disk as XML document, while H-mine keeps it in the memory. When database updated, H-mine has to re-compute and cost is high.
Base on the above analysis, one can see that IH-mine represents a new, efficient and incremental mining method. Further, our algorithm is applicable to deletion of transactions.
